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what?
how do we assess the
current architecture?

to what should we 
change it?

where?

how do we 
change it?

how?
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architectural quantum

An architectural quantum is an independently 
deployable component with high functional 

cohesion .
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Restructuring architecture?

Moving functionality to different quanta to 
change architecture characteristics.



Refactoring architecture?

Moving functionality to different quanta to change 
architecture characteristics without changing domain 

behavior.



Migrating architecture?

Moving functionality to different quanta to change 
architecture characteristics and changing/evolving 

domain behavior.
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what?
how do we assess the
current architecture?

what should we 
change it to?

where?

how do we 
change it?

how?



Migrating Architectures



Monolithic Application Issues
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deployment
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deployment

modulemodule

entire application must be deployed for a small change 

scheduling and coordination challenges can impact 
deployment

Monolithic Application Issues
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reliability and robustness

module

due to tight coupling, changes in one area of the 
application adversely affects other areas

X X
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scalability

scaling monolithic applications requires you to scale the entire 
application, which can be both difficult and costly

Monolithic Application Issues



application size

monolithic applications can grow to quickly and consume all available 
resources

Monolithic Application Issues



Migration Challenges

share everything 
architecture

share as little as 
possible architecture
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distributed architecture and remote service issues

service component granularity and transactional boundaries

shared services, modules, and object hierarchies

large shared relational database

Migration Challenges
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“register a new customer”

database  
transactions

service granularity

profile info security info

{profile info, 
 security info}

no acid (db) 
transaction
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service granularity
Customer
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performance



service granularity
Customer

! reliability and data 
consistency
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service granularity

granularity disintegrators 
“when should I consider breaking apart a service?”

granularity integrators 
“when should I consider putting services back together?”
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breaking apart data
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breaking apart data
database connections

monolithic application:    200 connections
distributed services:        50
connections per service: 10
service instances (min):    2
distributed connections:  1000 connections
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Refactoring Databases



Move Column Refactoring



Transition Period
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Time

app v205
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migrate
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Decouple DB Updates:  
the Expand/contract Pattern
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#3: integration points, legacy data



Migration Targets



Microservices?

API Layer
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module

module

database 
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module

module
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module
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module
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module

module
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bulk txn
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service
module
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module

module

database 
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client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

separately deployed unit of software



user interface layer

client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

same deployment unit as original application 
(ear, assembly, etc.)



user interface layer

client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

independent self-contained portion of the 
application (6 - 12 services)



user interface layer

client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

usually rest, soap, messaging, or remote 
procedure call
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client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

user interface layer
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interface

client requests client requests client requests

service-based architecture

user interface layeruser  
interface
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module module module module module

module module module module module

module module module module module

module module module module module

coarse-grained service components address 
transactional issues but may not achieve your 
desired goals
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service component granularity

module module module module module

module module module module module

module module module module module

module module module module module

fine-grained service components may lead to 
too much orchestration and inter-dependency 
between service components

Migration Challenges
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module module module module module

module module module module module

module module module module module

business functionality groupings
transactional boundaries
deployment goals
scalability needs

service component granularity
Migration Challenges
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module module module
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abstract

shared
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shared modules  
(utility and service classes)
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shared components and object hierarchies

module module module

abstract

abstract

shared

inheritance 
structure

shared modules  
(utility and service classes)

LIB

LIB

Migration Challenges
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architectural quantum
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reporting
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Electronics Recycling Application
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shared components and object hierarchies
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…or move into a shared library or jar file...

module

shared components and object hierarchies
Migration Challenges



…or replicate in each service component

module module

module

module

module module

shared components and object hierarchies
Migration Challenges



shared lib or 
jar file

user interface layer

application business layer

module module

modulemodule module

module module

module

shared components and object hierarchies
Migration Challenges



shared component techniques

jar /dll  
(compile or runtime)

LIB

shared library 
(compile time)

code replication remote services

Migration Challenges
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application



component coupling
the extent to which components know 

about each other

code
code

code
code

code
code

code
code

code code

code
code

code
code



Edward Yourdon & 
 Larry Constantine 

1979
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efferent coupling
the degree to which the target component 

is dependent on other components 

component a

component d

component b

component c

component coupling



efferent coupling
the degree to which the target component 

is dependent on other components 

component a

component d

component b

component c

outgoing

component coupling
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derived metrics

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_C._Martin
http://cleancoder.com/



where:
ma => abstract elements
mc => concrete elements

abstractness



where:
ce => efferent coupling
ca => afferent coupling

instability
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identify and size 
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gather common 
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flatten 
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create component 
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dependencies

component-based decomposition
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component-based decomposition
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identify & size components pattern

standard deviation



guided

architectural fitness function:

An architectural fitness function provides an 
objective integrity assessment of some

architectural characteristic(s).



unit 
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Fitness Functions
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chaos
engineering
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fitness 

functions
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architectural modularity
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gather common 
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flatten 
components
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domains

create domain 
services

break apart 
further

analyze component 
dependencies

component-based decomposition
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architectural modularity
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StranglerFig Pattern resources

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/StranglerFigApplication.html https://paulhammant.com/2013/07/14/legacy-application-strangulation-case-studies/
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public uikiosk receiving and recycling uiassess

electronics recycling application
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summary

how do we assess the
current architecture?

to what should we 
change it?

where?

how do we 
change it?

how?

what?



resources



learning.oreilly.com/live-training/

www.thoughtworks.com/podcasts

http://nealford.com

@neal4d

Neal Ford
director / software architect / meme wrangler


